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1. Introduction 
We shall consider group extensions D >-, G + Q such that D is a divisible abelian 
group. Our object is to investigate relations between the integral homology groups 
H,G and the structure of the extension. 
An important source of extensions with kernel a divisible abelian torsion group is 
the class of cernikov groups. Recall that a Cernikov group is a finite extension of an 
abelian group with the minimal condition (min); the intersection of all the subgroups 
of finite index in a Cernikov group is a characteristic, divisible abelian group with min 
whose quotient group is finite. For this reason we call an extension D * G --u Q a 
eernikov extension if D is a divisible abelian group with min and Q is finite. Central 
Cernikov extensions also arise naturally: for example, Baer has shown that a nil- 
potent group with min is a central cernikov group, i.e. one whose maximal divisible 
abelian subgroup lies in the centre [8, Theorem 3.143. 
Results 
We begin by computing the (co)homology of groups of type pm, using the 
Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre (henceforth L-HS) spectral sequence. From this the 
integral (co)homology of an arbitrary divisible abelian torsion group is easily 
obtained. 
In Section 3 we proceed to study the differentials of the L-HS spectral sequence 
for homology associated with an extension D - G + Q whose kernel D is a 
divisible abelian torsion group. It is shown how a technique due to Hilton and 
Stammbach [S] can be applied to obtain bounds for the orders of the differentials of 
the spectral sequence provided that the cohomology class of the extension has finite 
order. The latter condition is satisfied if the extension is split or if it is Cernikov, for 
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example. In this way one obtains estimates for HzG and H3G which become precise 
formulae if the extension is split. 
10 Section 4 we are concerned with Cernikov extensions. If D H G + Q is a 
cernikov extension, H,G is a cernikov group whose maximal divisible subgroup is 
isomorphic with (H,D)d. If n is even, then J&D = 0 and H,G is finite. In particular 
the Schur multiplicator of a Cernikov group is finite. Group theoretically this says 
that if G/C is a cernikov group and C is the centre of G, then G’ n C is finite. While 
this can be proved without recourse to homology, it does not seem to appear in the 
literature. On the other hand the immediate consequence that G’ is a cernikov group 
has been noted by Schlette [9]: see also Polovickii [7]. In this section also the 
methods of Section 3 are used to find explicit upper and lower bounds for the orders 
of H2G and the largest finite quotient of H3G for an arbitrary Cernikov group G. 
The final section is a study of central extensions with divisible (but not necessarily 
torsion) kernel: these are called d-extensions. A d-extension D w G --w Q is 
uniquely determined up to equivalence by its differential 5 = d*: H2Q -+ D. In case 
D is a minimal divisible group containing Im 6, the extension is said to be minimal. 
Every d-extension can be expressed in an essentially unique way as the direct 
product of a minimal d-extension and a divisible abelian group. We classify the 
d-extensions by Q by showing that a set of invariants for such an extension consists of 
the kernel of the differential and the p-ranks of the divisible component. A special 
role is played by the manic d-extensions, i.e. those whose differentials are manic. For 
example, every d-extension by Q is an image of a manic d-extension by Q with 
isomorphic divisible component. Minimal manic d-extensions by Q are of special 
interest since they form a single isomorphism class and contain all stem covers of C. 
The theory of d-extensions applies in particular to central eernikov extensions. Now 
a central eernikov extension is manic if and only if it has trivial Schur multiplicator. 
Thus every nilpotent group with min is an image of a nilpotent group with min whose 
Schur multiplicator is trivial. 
In conclusion we remark that many results in this paper have analogues for 
cohomology which we usually refrain from stating. 
Notation 
G”: the maximal finite quotient of a group G with the minimal condition. 
G’: the derived subgroup of G. 
Gab : the derived quotient G/G’. 
G: the augmentation ideal of G. 
A”, A,,: respectively the kernel and cokernel of the endomorphism a H na 
of the additive abelian group A; here n is an integer. 
AG = A/AG where A is a G-module. 
rfl: the p-rank of the abelian group A where p = 0 or a prime. 
z, 62: respectively, the ring of integers and the field of rational numbers. 
All functions are written on the right. 
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2. Homology of divisible abelian torsion groups 
We begin by showing that the (co)homology of groups of type pm with arbitrary 
coefficients has period 2. 
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a group of type pm and let M be a P-module. Then there exist 
isomorphisms H,,+,(P, M)- H,_,(P, M), n > 1, and H”‘l(P, M)= H”-‘(P, M), n > 
2. 
Proof. If Q denotes the additive group of rational numbers whose denominators are 
powers of the prime p, there is an exact sequence of groups 
ZwQ++P. (1) 
Since H,,(H, M) = 0 if n > 1, the L-HS spectral sequence for homology associated 
with (1) yields a long exact sequence 
. . . + H,+,(Q, M) + H,+I@‘, Ml -+ H,-I(P, HI@‘, MN -+ 
Hn(Q,M)+Hn(P,M)*... (2) 
(cf. [6, p. 3551). Now H,(Q, M) = 0 if n > 1. Hence H,+I(P, Ml = H,-I(P, M) if 
n > 1, since HI@, M) z M 
For cohomology the argument is quite similar. Notice, however, that Q has 
cohomological dimension 2, not 1; consequently the isomorphism does not reach 
H’(P, M). 
The initial part of the exact sequence (2) is simply the standard five term homology 
sequence 
O--,H,(P,M)~M,~H~(Q,M)~HI(P,M)-,O; (3) 
the two right hand terms may be computed using the formula HI(G, M)= 
Ker(G &M -+ M); the left hand term can then be obtained from the exact 
sequence (3). 
Suppose now that M is a trivial P-module. Then H,(P, M)= P 0 M and (3) 
becomes 
O-+H,(P,M)-,M+Q@M-+POM-+O, 
from which one infers that H,(P, M)=Tor(P, M). 
Corollary 2.2. Let P be a group of type pm and let M be a trivial P-module. If n is a 
positive integer, there are isomorphisms 
Hl, (I’, M) = Tor(P, M), Hz,,-,(P, M)== P@M 
and 
H2”(P, M)- Ext(P, M), HZ”-l(P, M)= Hom(P, M). 
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Proof. Combining the previous remarks with Lemma 2.1 we obtain the homology 
isomorphisms. To deduce those for cohomology one merely applies the Universal 
Coefficients Theorem for cohomology, noting that H2,P = 0 and Hz~_~P = P, n > 0. 
It is now straightforward to use the Kiinneth sequence to determine the integral 
(co)homology of any divisible abelian torsion group, as Beyl [l] has noted in the case 
of homology. 
Lemma 2.3. Let D be a divisible abelian torsion group with p-rank r(p) and let n be a 
positive integer. 
(i) Hz,,D = 0 and Hz~-~D is a divisible abelian torsion group whose p-rank equals 
( 
r(p)+n-1 
n 19 
or r(p) is case the latter is infinite. 
(ii) H2”-‘0 = 0 and H2”D is a Cartesian sum of copies of the additive group R, of 
p-adic integers, the number of copies being c ‘@‘:” - ‘), or r(p) in case the latter is 
infinite. 
Proof. (i) By means of a direct limit argument (cf. [l, p. 1851) we quickly reduce to 
the case where D is a divisible abelian p-group of finite rank r. If r = 1, the result 
follows immediately from Corollary 2.2. Let r > 1 and write D = POE where P is of 
type pm: we shall argue by induction on r. 
Consider the Kiinneth sequence for D = POE: 
@ HiP 0 HjE H H”D ++ @ Tor(HiP, HjE). (4) 
i+j=n i+j=n-I 
If i and j are positive, H,P 0 HiE = 0 since both factors are divisible torsion groups. 
Also Tor(HiP, HjE) = 0 if i or j is even. Hence HnD = 0 if n is even. Replacing n in (4) 
by 2n - 1, we see by means of the induction hypothesis that HZn_,D is a direct sum of 
groups of type pm, their number being exactly 
1+(‘;‘)+(J+. . .+(r+“,-2)=(r+“,-l)_ 
(ii) To find H”D we apply the Universal Coefficients Theorem for cohomology: 
Ext(H,,_,D, E) * H”D * Hom(H,D, Z), (n > 0). 
Since H,,D is a torsion group, the term on the right vanishes. If n is odd, the left hand 
term is also 0 and hence H”D =O. Finally H2”D =Ext(H2,-rD, Z)= 
Hom(Hz,-rD,Q/B) by a theorem of Eilenberg and Mac Lane (see [3, vol. 1, 
p. 2241). Since End pm= R,, the result follows. 
In the remainder of this section we derive some consequences of the basic result 
Lemma 2.3. 
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Exact homology sequences 
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Let D w G -*, Q be a group extension whose kernel D is a divisible abelian 
torsion group. The mere vanishing of HZD enables the standard exact homology 
sequence of five terms to be extended to a ten term sequence. 
Lemma 2.4. If D P+ G --3, Q is a group extension such that D is a divisible abelian 
torsion group, there exist natural exact sequences 
HhQA 
__ inf 
Hz(Q,D)+HxG- H3Q- d2 HI(Q,D)+H2Gi”f- 
H2QA Do-+Gab+Qab+l 
and, 
inf 
H4G 
4 
-E4o - d4 E& +HjG-H3G-+0 
where {E:,, d’} is the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for homology 
associated with the given extension and H,G denotes H3GIE$. 
This follows routinely from the convergence of the L-HS spectral sequence. 
Notice that EFz,_l = Et;z?1 is an image of E:2n_-1 =(H2,,_,D)o and hence is a 
divisible torsion group. Thus E 72”-1 is always a direct summand of HzneLG. We shall 
2 have more to say about EOznPl below. 
The Q-structure of Hz,,-IP 
If Q is an arbitrary group and D is a Q-module, H2n_1D is a Q-module in a natural 
way, although the action of Q on this module may be hard to compute in practice. 
Since the group (H2n-1D)0 occurs frequently in the sequel, it is worthwhile noting 
the following fact. 
Lemma 2.5. Let D be a Q-module which is also a divisible abelian torsion group. Then 
rp(Hz,-lD)o srr,(H+l(DQ)). 
Proof. Consider the L-HS spectral sequence associated with the extension 
DQ H D + Do and the differential d’: Eij + El_,j+,_l. By the Universal 
Coefficients Theorem 
(HiDo) 0 Hj(DQ) w Ez + Tor(Hi-l(Do), Hj(DQ)) 
is exact. Hence Ei = 0 unlessj - i is odd. It follows that d’ = 0 in all cases, from which 
we conclude that the inflation map inf: HZnmlD -+ Hz~-I(D~) is epic. However 
H2n--1(DO) is a trivial Q-module, whence inf induces an epimorphism 
(H2n-ID)Q -+ Hznel(Do), and our result follows. 
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Corollary 2.6. 
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rp(H2n-lD)Q z= i 
r(p)+n - 1 
n J 
where r(p)= rGo. 
This follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.3. Notice that if D # DQ, then (HZn_-ID)Q # 
0. If Q is finite, a more precise result can be found (Theorem 4.4). 
The induced multiplication map 
In treating the differentials of the L-HS spectral sequence crucial use will be made 
of the next result. 
Lemma 2.7. Let 1 be an integer, D a divisible abelian torsion group and Ma trivial 
D-module. If q: D -+ D is the endomorphism arising from multiplication by 1, the 
induced endomorphism cp* : H2”-1(D, M) ---, Hz”_,(D, M) is multiplication by 1”. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on n, the case n = 1 being clear. Let us 
suppose first that D = P, a group of type pa, and let Q be the additive group of 
rational numbers whose denominators are powers of p. Consider the commutative 
diagram 
in which the downward arrows are multiplications by 1. Since H1(Z, M) z Z @ M 
and the exact sequence (2) is natural, there is a commutative diagram 
for n 2 2. Here $ is induced by cp :P -+Pandcp,:ZOM-+Z@M.Byinductionon 
n the map $ is multiplication by I”-’ . 1= 1”. hence the left hand map cp, is also 
multiplication by 1”. 
Returning to the general case we observe that the lemma need only be proved 
when D is a divisible abelian p-group of finite rank r > 1. Moreover, since 
H2n-l(D, M) = (H2n_1D) 0 M by the Universal Coefficients Theorem, we can 
suppose that M = 72. Write D = POE where P is of type pm. The Kiinneth sequence 
for the direct sum is 
n-l 
H2n_IPOH2n--IE w HznwlD --), @ Tor(Hz,-lP, Hz~--~;-~E). 
i=l 
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This is natural with respect to cp :D -+ D and it also splits naturally with respect to 
cp. By the case r = 1 and induction on r the induced map cp* is multiplication by I” on 
the left side. On Tor(Hz,_iP, H2,_z,_IE) the induced map ‘p* is multiplication by 
I’ . I”-’ = I”. The natural splitting now gives the desired result. 
As Hilton and Stammbach [5] point out, there is no form of Lemma 2.7 applicable 
to an arbitrary abelian group D: these authors do, however, establish versions valid 
for torsion-free abelian groups and also direct products of at most two cyclic groups. 
3. The differentials of the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
If D H G + Q is a group extension, let {Ei,, d’} be the associated L-HS spectral 
sequence for homology. We shall employ Lemma 2.7 to establish bounds for the 
order of the differential d’: E:, -+ E:_,i+,_, when D is a divisible abelian torsion 
group and the cohomology class of the extension has finite order. 
To describe these bounds it is necessary to recall the definition of a function c 
introduced by Hilton and Stammbach [5]. Let x, y, z be non-negative integers, let 
P aip) be the largest power of p (a prime) dividing y and let y, denote the z-share of y, 
that is, yz = fl,,, patp). Define 
A = h (X, y, Z)= n pmi”‘x’a(p)+ll and K = K(& y, Z)= Zy,. 
P-llY 
P+-Z 
Then a(x, y, z) is to be 2Kh if y is even and z is divisible by 2 but not 4, or if y is even, 
z is odd and a(2) s x - 2. Otherwise (T(x, y, z) equals KA. 
Theorem 3.1. Let D H G + Q be a group extension whose kernel D is a divisible 
abelian torsion group and whose cohomology class has finite order m. Then the 
differential d’: E:, -j E:-ri+,-l of the associated Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence for homology satisfies 
(i) &j+l),$(r-l),m)~d’=Oifjandrareodd;and 
(ii) ~(0, $r, m) . d’ = 0 if j = 0 and r is even. 
In all other cases d’ = 0. 
Proof. Choose any integer k and write I= 1 + km. Let cp : D ----, D be multiplication by 
1. If A is the cohomology class of the given extension, then mA = 0 and consequently 
Arp, = A. Hence there is a commutative diagram 
D-G-Q 
D-G-Q 
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(see [lo, p. 221). Naturality of the L-HS spectral sequence yields a commutative 
square 
d’ 
E:, -E’_ _ I ,,+, 1 
‘p* I I q* (5) 
E:,d’E- I r,+r-1 
in which the downward maps on the left and right are induced by ‘p* : HtD + HtD 
and 9% : Hi+‘-ID -+ Hi+,_lD respectively. 
Suppose now that j and r are odd. From 2.7 we see that cp*: E; + EIt is 
multiplication by Z1’*(jsl) while ‘p* : Eir-,j+,-l -+ E~-,i+,-l is multiplication by 
1 1’2(i+‘). Commutatively of (5) now yields 11’2(jc1’ . d’ = 11’2(i+‘) . d’, whence d’ has 
finite order dividing [l/z(j+l). (11/2(‘-1)_ 1). The greatest common divisor of all such 
integers for varying k is a&j + l), $(r - l), m) 15, Theorem 1.41. Similarly, if j = 0 
and r is even, one has d’ = 1 1’2’d’. The greatest common divisor of all Ii”‘- 1 is 
~(0, $r, m). For other values of j or r either Eij or El-‘jr’-1 vanishes and d’= 0. 
Corollary 3.2. HZndlG has a subgroup Ezzz,-, which is isomorphic wifh the divisible 
abelian torsion group (H2n_lD)~. 
Proof. In the first place E$2n-1 = (H2n_1D)0 is a divisible abelian torsion group. 
Assume that E;)2n_1 = (H2,-1D)o. Since d’: E:Zn-’ + E&Zn-l has finite order, 
Im d’ is a bounded abelian group and E$yP1 = (Hz~-~D)o. 
Remark. It is possible to improve these estimates of the order of d’ if the extension is 
central. Using a method of Hilton-Stammbach [S, p. 3601, one can prove that 
m1’2(if’) e d’ = 0 if j and r are odd and m “” . d’= 0 if j = 0 and r is even. Since 
h (x, y, z) is prime to z, one can then remove the A from the definition of ~(x, y, 2). In 
this way it may be shown that the order of d’ divides g.c.d.(m1’2(‘t’), 2m($(r - l))“,) if 
j are r are odd, and 2m($), if j = 0 and r is even. 
Differentials in low dimensions 
Theorem 3.1, together with the fact that the L-HS spectral sequence converges to 
the homology of the group extension, gives a good deal of information about the 
structure of the second and third homology groups. 
Theorem 3.3. Let D H G + Q be a group extension whose kernel D is a divisible 
abelian torsion group and whose cohomology class has finite order m. 
3 
(i) There exist an exact sequence E:, H H2G -n E20 and homomorphisms 
m(H2Q)H E&I H H2Q and HI(Q, D)+ E?I* mHl(Q, D). 
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(ii) If H3G= HsG/E g;, there exist an exact sequence E:I - H,G++ E& and 
homomorphisms m(H,Q) 2-, E& H HjQ and Hz(Q, D) * Ez1 +mHz(Q, D). 
Moreover E$ is isomorphic with (H,D)o and is a direct summand of H3G. 
Proof. (i) The exact sequence follows immediately from Lemma 2.4. also 
d2: E:, + Ef, and d’: E&, + Ei, both satisfy md2= 0 by Theorem 3.1 since 
~(0, 1, m)= m. Now 
Ez, = Ker d* : E& --, E& and E:, = Coker d2 : E& -+ ET,. 
Therefore mE& s E$, and E‘:, + mETl as required. 
(ii) Again the exact sequence follows from Lemma 2.4 and both the differentials 
d 2 2 : EjO -+ Efi and d2: E&, -+ E:, satisfy md2 = 0. Hence tnE& S E$J and 
E:, -W mEi as required. The final statement about ET3 comes directly from 
Corollary 3.2. 
Homology of semidirect products 
Theorem 3.4. Let D >-, G --w Q be a split extension whose kernel D is a divisible 
abelian torsion group. Then 
HzG==HzQOH,(Q, D) 
and 
H3G = H,Q@Hz(Q, D)O(H,D)o. 
Proof. All the differentials d* which determine E” 2o, E;q, Eye and Eyl vanish since 
(+(O, 1, l)= 1: this also follows directly since the existence of a splitting of G + Q 
implies that all differentials originating on the base are zero. Moreover the given 
splitting induces splittings of inf: H2G + H2Q and inf: HSG + HZQ. The required 
isomorphisms now follow from Lemma 2.4. 
For example, let A be a divisible abelian group with min and let Q be a finite 
group. Consider the standard wreath product G =A wr Q. If D denotes the base 
group of the wreath product, D - G --w Q is a split Cernikov extension. Now it is not 
hard to prove that H,(Q, D) = 0 for all n > 0. Thus we obtain the formulae 
H2G = H2Q and H3G = H3QO(H3D)o. 
(The first of these can be read off from Blackburn’s work on Schur multiplicators of 
wreath products [2]). In fact one also obtains formulae in higher dimensions in this 
case since EL, = 0: 
HdG=HdQOHl(Q, H3D) and HsG=HsQOHz(Q, H,D)OWsD)o. 
In general precise formulae in dimensions 4 or more seem unattainable since there 
may be non-zero differentials. However the situation is more satisfactory if no small 
primes are involved in D. 
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Theorem 3.5. Let D >-, G +P Q be a split extension whose kernel is a divisible abefian 
torsion group. Let n be a positive integer and assume that D contains no elements of 
order a prime p where p s in. Then there is a series 
0 = H[l/Z(n+l)l c. +.sH~sH~=H,,G 
where Hi/Hi+1 = H”-Zi+3(Q, H2,-3D), i > 1, and H,,Gf Hz = H,Q. 
Proof. Consider the differentials d’: Eii + El_,i+,_l such that i +j = n or n + 1, in 
short those that relate to H,G. We shall prove that the only differential amongst 
these which can be non-zero is d” : E,“, --+ E&. Assuming this to be false, we select 
from the other non-zero differentials one d’: E$ -+ EL_,j+,_l for which r is minimal. 
Since all differentials originating on the base vanish, j and r must be odd. Moreover 
i + j = n or n + 1, so it follows that r < i 5 n. If r = n,thenr=i=nandj=l,whichis 
the excluded case. Thus r < n. 
Let 2 < s s r. Then d”-’ : Eir-’ -+ EfI,‘+, i+s_2 is 0 since i - s + 13 r -s + 1 > 0; and 
ds-’ : Es-1 r+s-l i-s+2 + E:,I1 is 0 since i > 0. Consequently Ei/ = EziV1, which shows 
that ELi = Es. Let p be a prime such that p s in. By hypothesis D has no elements of 
order p. On the basis of Lemma 2.3 we conclude that multiplication by p is an 
automorphism of HiD and hence of E$ = H,(Q, HjD). However the order of 
d’:E; + El_,i+r_1 is known to divide &(j+ l), $(r- l), 1) and the latter is a 
product of primes p such that p - 1 divides f(r - 1) and hence such that p c 
:(r - l)+ 1 G in. It follows that d r = 0, in contradiction to our choice of this diff eren- 
tial. 
We conclude that EFn”,_; = E:,_i if i > 0. Since E$, = E& by Corollary 3.2, we 
actually have EFn”,_; = E:,_j for all i. The result now follows from the convergence of 
the spectral sequence. 
For example, if D has no elements of order 2 and D H G * Q is a split Cernikov 
extension, the orders of H,G and (H5G)* may be read off from Theorem 3.5. 
4. Homology of ternikov extensions 
In our investigation of the homology of Cernikov groups the following simple fact 
is valuable. 
Lemma 4.1. Let Q be any group, let D be a Q-module which is divisible as an abelian 
group and let m be any positive integer. Then there is an exact sequence 
(H,+I(Q, D)),n >-, Hn(Q> D”) + Wn(Q, D))” 
f or n 2 0, the epimorphism being induced by the inclusion D” (-+D. Moreover 
(H,(Q,D)),-(DQ)"ID'"Q, 
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Proof. Apply the long exact homology sequence to D” ++ D 4 D where cp is 
multiplication by m. The induced maps (P.+ are likewise multiplications by m and we 
obtain at once the required exact sequence. On setting n = 0 one sees that 
(Hr(Q, D)),,, is isomorphic with Ker((D”)o --* (Do)“)= (DQ)“/D”Q. 
Corollary 4.2. Let Q be a finite group of order q and let D be a Q-module which is a 
divisible abelian group with the minimal condition. Then if n > 0, 
H,+,(Q,D)wH,(Q,D')~H,(Q,D) 
is exact and in particular H,, (Q, D) is finite if n > 0. Also H,(Q, D) = (DQ)“/D”Q. 
To prove this put m = q in Lemma 4.1, noting that qH,,(Q, D) = 0 if n > 0. 
Theorem 4.3. Let D H G + Q be a C?ernikov extension a d let n be a positive integer. 
Then H,,G is a cernikov group whose maximal divisible subgroup is isomorphic with 
(H,D)o. If n is even, H,,G is finite. 
Proof. If i > 0, then Ei = H;(Q, HjD) is finite by Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 4.2. 
Consequently ET is finite provided i > 0. Finally EG = (HiD), by Corollary 3.2. 
Structure of the maximal divisible subgroup of H,,G 
Theorem 4.4. Let Q be a finite group and let D be a Q-module which is a divisible 
abelian group with the minimal condition. Then for all primes p and n > 0 
n-1 
First we shall derive a simple auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. Let Q and D be as in Theorem 4.4 and let Y = zxcQ x E ZQ. Then 
(a) D = Dv + DQ and Dv n DQ is finite, 
(b) DQ =DQ', 
(c) Dv=DQ. 
Proof. Let IQ1 = q. For any d in D we have qd -dv = d CxCQ (1 --x)E DQ, so that 
qd E Dv +DQ and D = Dv + DQ by divisibility of D. Since VQ = 0, this implies that 
DQ = DQ’. Next q . (DQ)Q = (DQ)O . v = 0 since Qv =O. Hence DvnDQ< 
(DQ)Q s Dq, which is finite. Thus (a) and (b) are proven. Finally Do = qDQ = 
(DQ)v = Dv/Dv n DQ = Dv by (a). 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let v = CxtQ x and put Z = Dv n DQ, which is finite by 
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Lemma 4.5. The same result shows that it is sufficient to establish the formula in the 
case where a module of the fype E. is replaced by Ev. 
We shall use a “bar” to denote a module when taken modulo I. With this 
convention we have the direct decomposition 
D = ZO DQ. (6) 
The first step is to prove that 
(H”D)V = (H”b)V. 
To see this consider the L-HS spectral sequence associated with I F+ D + D. Since I 
is finite, Ez = Hi(Ls, HJ) is a bounded abelian group if j > 0. Consequently the 
kernel of inf : H,D + H,D is bounded and this inflation map is an epimorphism. 
Being a map of @modules, inf also maps (H,D)v onto (H,D)v. Since the kernel of 
inf is bounded, we conclude that (H,D)Y ^I (H,b)v, as required. Consequently it is 
enough to establish the formula with D in place of D throughout. 
Now we apply the Kiinneth sequence to (6) obtaining 
- 
Observe that both the maps in this sequence and also the splitting are Q- 
homomorphisms since % and DQ are Q-modules. Hence to compute (Hz~-ID)v 
we apply v to the left and the right hand terms of (7) and form the direct sum of the - 
resulting images. Application of v to H2n-rDv@OH2n-rDQ yields (H2,-rE)@ 
(H2,,_rDQ)v, by divisibility of Hz~_~Dv. 
To evaluate the image of the right hand term under v we set A = H2n-_2i-1DV and 
B = Hzi-lDQ and prove that 
Tor(A, B) * v = Tor(A, Bv). (8) 
Let K be the kernel of b H bv, (b E B). Application of the functor Tor(A, -) to 
K w B + Bv yields 
0 -+ Tor(A, K)-* Tor(A, B) -+ Tor(A, Bv) + 0, 
an exact sequence of Q-modules. Now Tor(A, Bv) is a trivial Q-module, so v 
induces in it the endomorphism x w qx, which has bounded kernel. Since 
Tor(A, K). v = 0 and Tor(A, I3) is divisible, it follows that Tor(A, B). v = 
Tor(A, BY). 
Applying v to the right hand term of (7) and using (8) we obtain 
n-l 
@ TOr(ffzn--2i--1~, (Hz-l(DQ). v). 
i=l 
Since DQ . v = 0, the first term in the sum is zero. Hence, on taking p-ranks, we 
obtain the desired formula. 
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Remark. If D s-+ G + Q is a Cernikov extension, HZ,_lG is finite if and only if 
(Hz,_lD)o = 0. It would be interesting to know if there exist infinite ternikov 
groups whose homology groups are finite in all positive dimensions. 
Bounds for the orders of HZG and (HIG)* 
Theorem 4.6. Let D - G --H Q be a cernikov extension whose cohomology class has 
order m and let q be the order of Q. 
(i) IH,GI divides IHzQ( . I(DQ)41/I(G’n D)*I . lD”QI. 
(ii) IH2Gj is divisible by (H2Qj . I(DQ)“I 1 (D”Q[/[(G’n D)*[ * I(DQ)“I . lD”QI. 
(iii) I(HsG)*[ divides IHsQ( . IHl(Q, D”)l . jD”Qj/j(DQ)“j. 
(iv) I(H3G)“j is divisible by 
Jm . H3Q/. IHI(Q, D”)I . lD"QI . I(DQY”I 
IH,(Q, D”)l . IPQ)“l . P”‘Qi 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 there is an exact sequence E:r w HzG --HE&. Here 
E& = Ker(d2 : H2Q + Do), so that H,Q/E& is isomorphic with Ker(Do -+ Gab) by 
Lemma 2.4 (or just the standard five term homology sequence). Hence H2Q/E& = 
G’n D/DQ = (G’n D)*. It follows that II&,/ = JH2Q(/((G’n D)*I and jHzG( 
divides JH2QI * IH,(Q, D)l . J(G’n D)*I. Substituting for H,(Q, D) from Corollary 
4.2 we obtain (i). 
By Theorem 3.3 there is an epimorphism ET1 + mEfl, whence we deduce that 
IETl 1 is divisible by ImHI(Q, D)j. By Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 
(9) 
Since jH2GJ is divisible by /E&I . JmH1(Q, D)l, we get (ii). 
H3G is treated in a similar manner on the basis of the exact sequence 
E:, w (H,G)* --u E& of Theorem 3.3. Here JE& I divides jH2(Q, D)l and the latter 
equals IH,(Q, D”)j/lHl(Q, D)l by Corollary 4.2. Substituting for IHl(Q, D)l we 
obtain (iii). 
Finally there exist (by Theorem 3.3) a monomorphism m . E&I -I% and an 
epimorphism E:, + m - E:I ; thus I(H3G)*l is divisible by Irn * H3QI’. Irn * Hz(Q, D)l. 
By Lemma 4.1 
IH,(Q, D)l . IHl(Q, D)l 
Im ’ HdQf D)l = IH~(Q, D”)[ . (m . H,(Q, D)I ’ 
On substituting for JHz(Q, D)l f rom Corollary 4.2 and for Jm . HI(Q, D)l from (9) 
one is led to (iv). 
Central cernikov extensions 
Suppose that Q is a finite group and D is a divisible abelian group with min, 
regarded as a trivial Q-module. Since Ext(Q,b, D) = 0, the universal coefficients 
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sequence yields an isomorphism E from H2(Q, D) to Hom(H2Q, D). If D w G + Q 
is a central extension with cohomology class A, then AE is the differential 
d2 : ElIQ -+ D. Hence the order of A equals that of d2, which is clearly just the least 
positive integer e such that e . (Im d2)= 0 or the exponent of G’nD. Of course e 
divides q = IQ]. 
Specializing Theorem 4.6 to the case of central extension, we obtain the following 
information. 
Theorem 4.7. Let D w G * Q be a central cernikov extension. Then 
lSGl= hQI/IG'nDl, 
while l(H3G)*I divides 
I&QI.lQa~0D41 
and is divisible by 
IfhQl . IQab 0D41/IQob OD'I 
where e is the exponent of G’ n D. 
In the third expression (e . H3Q( has been replaced by IH3QI: for d’: E& --, ET, 
vanishes since ET, is 0. 
Exact sequences for central eernikov extensions 
There are two exact sequences associated with a central cernikov extension which 
yield information about the homology groups of dimension at most 5. 
Lemma 4.8. Let D w G -++ Q be a central @ernikov extension. Then there exist 
natural exact sequences 
H4QA H,(Q, D) + (H,G)* Inf 
inf 
-H,Q--,O-,H,G- 
HzQ dZ --+D-+Gab-+Qab+l 
and 
H,G%H,Qd2-Kerd3+H,G inf - Eb & --+E&+ 
H3G + (H3G)* --* 0 
where d3 is the composite of the natural homomorphism E:, + Ezl and 
d’: E& -+ E&, and Ker d3 += HJG is induced by this natural homomorphism. 
Proof. The first sequence follows at once from Lemma 2.4, as does the second 
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sequence from H4G to the right. Since H1(Q, H3D)= Qa,, 63 H3D = 0, we have 
Ker(inf : H4G --, E&) = E$, = Ker(d3: E:, ---, E&). Let v denote the natural 
homomorphism E:, --+ Ezi/Im d2 where d2 : E&, + E:,. Then u maps Ker J3 onto 
Ker(d3 : E:, -+ E&), whence we may infer exactness at HAG. Next 
Ker(Ker d3 -+ H4G) equals Ker(Ker d3 --, Ker d3) and hence Im(d’: E&, -+ E:,), 
since Ker d3=Ker d”/Im d’: this gives exactness at Ker d3. Finally 
Im(inf : H5G -+ H5Q) equals EFO = E&, = Ker(d2 : E:, + E:,). 
5. Central extensions with divisible kernel 
A central extension D * G + Q such that D is a divisible (but not necessarily 
torsion) group will be called a d-extension. The d-extensions by Q are in fact just the 
injective objects in the category of central extensions by Q [4, p. 2101. 
If D is a divisible abelian group and Q is any group, we may regard D as a trivial 
Q-module: then 
E : H’(Q, D)= Hom(HZQ, 0) (IO) 
by the universal coefficients sequence. Thus a d-extension D w G ++ Q is deter- 
mined to within equivalence by its differential 5 = d2 : HZQ -+ D. It is this fact which 
makes d-extensions more tractable than arbitrary central extensions. 
Minimal d-extensions 
If D w G --u Q is a d-extension and 5: H2Q + D is its associated differential, the 
extension is called minimal in case D is a minimal divisible group containing Im 5, 
i.e. D is a B-injective hull of Im .$ (For information about minimal divisible groups 
see [3, Vol. 1, p. lOG].)The importance of minimal d-extensions is brought out by the 
following fact, 
Lemma 5.1. Let D +P G --u Q be a d-extension and let .$ be its differential. Then there 
exists a decomposition D = D1 OD2 and a minimal d-extension D1 w G, --u Q with 
differential [I = &r, where rr is the projection D --f D1, such that G = G1 x D2. 
Proof. Let D1 denote a minimal divisible subgroup of D containing Im 5 and write 
D = D1 Or>,. The projection r: D -+ D1 determines a push-out diagram 
D-G-Q 
D,- ti, - Q 
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Here the lower extension has differential & = &r: HZQ ---, D1 and hence is minimal. 
Obviously Ker y = 02 and 02 H G -+ Gi is split since its differential is zero. Thus 
G=GlxDz. 
We shall refer to D1 H Gl --)* Q as a minimal component and to D2 as a divisible 
component of the d-extension D H G --w Q. In the sequel it will turn out that these 
components are unique to within isomorphism (see Corollary 5.7). 
Manic d-extensions 
A d-extension D * G --u Q is said to be manic if its differential d2 : H2Q -+ D is a 
monomorphism. For a central cernikov extension this property is equivalent to 
HzG = 0, as one sees at once from Lemma 4.8. 
The following embedding theorem clarifies the relation between d-extensions and 
general central extensions. First recall that a morphism between extensions 
N P+ G * Q and N >-, G -+ Q is a pair of homomorphisms (v, r) such that the 
following diagram is commutative: 
N-G-----uQ 
(Y, y) is a monomorphism (epimorphism) if and only if v is injective (surjective). 
Lenima 5.2. (i) There is a monomorphism from a central extension by Q to some 
d-extension by Q. 
(ii) There is a monomorphism from a stem extension by Q to some minimal 
d-extension by Q. 
(iii) There is a monomorphism from a stem cover of Q to some minimal manic 
d-extension by Q. 
Proof. Let C * G + Q be a central extension with differential 5 = d2 : H2Q ---f C. 
Let L: C w D be an embedding of C in a minimal divisible group for C. Now form 
the push-out diagram 
C-G-Q 
D-G,-Q 
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The lower sequence is a d-extension with differential t1 = &. Now if C w G + Q is a 
stem extension, Im & = Im L, and hence the lower extension is minimal. Finally, if we 
are given a stem cover, then Ker 5 = 0 as well, whence Ker t1 = 0 and the constructed 
extension is also manic. 
In dealing with the isomorphism problem for d-extensions we shall find frequent 
use for the following lifting lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Let there be given two d-extensions D w G --u Q and b t-, G --u 0, and 
a homomorphism K : Q -+ 0. Let 5 and 5 be the differentials of the two extensions and let 
K*: H2Q ---, Hz0 be induced by K. 
(i) If Ker LJ 5 Ker(K,g), there exists homomorphisms 6 and ysuch that the diagram 
D-G--Q 
commutes. 
(ii) If Ker 6 c Ker (K*& fi - G --u 0 is minimal and Im gs Im ~~5; then 6 is an 
epimorphism. 
(iii) If Ker 5 = Ker (Eli) and D w G * Q is minimal, then 8 is a monomorphism. 
Proof. (i) It is enough to find a homomorphism S: D -+ fi such that @ = K*fsince 
then, on application of E-’ (see (10)) it will follow that AS, = d;c* where A and d are 
the cohomology classes of the given extensions. Set cy = K*C so that Ker 5 6 Ker cy. 
Consider the induced mappings &* : H2Q/Ker .z$ * D and LY* : H2Q/Ker 6 + 6. By 
injectivity of D there exists a homomorphism 8: D -+ I? such that &S = cy*: 
0 +H2Q/Ker .$ 5* D 
ff * 
i/ 
is 
consequently &? = a = Keg 
(ii) Since Im CcIrn a! < Im S and fi w G * (3 is minimal, we conclude that 
ImS=D. 
(iii) If Ker S # 0, then Ker 6 n Im 5 # 0 by minimality of D * G --u Q, which 
shows that Ker (Y.+ # 0. However Ker (Y* = Ker cY/Ker 5 = 0, whence Ker S = 0. 
komorphism of d-extensions 
Theorem 5.4. Let there be given two d-extensions D H G + Q andb w C? + 0 and 
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an isomorphism K: Q + 0. Let 6 and < be the differentials of the two extensions. 
Necessary and suficient conditions for the existence of isomorphisms S: D -+ D and 
y: G ---, C? making the diagram 
commute are that (Ker .$)K* = Ker $ and the extensions have isomorphic divisible 
components. 
Proof. Let the decompositions D = D, 0 Dz, I? = d, @I?, determine minimal 
components G1, G, and divisible components D2, & of the extensions D F+ G --), Q 
andDiG+Q’. 
Assume that suitable isomorphisms S and y do exist: then @ = K,C and Ker $= 
(Ker K.&K* = (Ker @)K* = (Ker 6)~~. We still have to prove that 02 = &. 
For any prime p we have D? = (Im c>” b y minimal divisibility of 6,. Also 
DIS 2 Im @ = Im K*,$= Im 4 and DIS is minimal divisible containing Im z$ There- 
fore (D]S)” = 6: and consequently 
D; = D”/D’l = (DS)P/(blS)P = l?“/D’i = 6;. 
It follows that D2 and Dz have isomorphic p-components. 
Finally let T and T be the respective torsion subgroups of D and D. Since - - 
D2 n T = o2 n T, it suffices to prove that D2 + T/T = 6, + T/T. It is easy to see that 
D, ;t T/ T is a minimal divisible group containing Im 5 + T/T. Since o/T is torsion- - - 
free, we have D1 + T/T 2: D,S + F/F = Di, + T/T. Also Df T is the direct sum of 
D1 + T/T and D2 + TJ T. Consequently 
as required. 
Conversely assume that Ker c= (Ker t)K* and D2 = &. Then Ker 6 = Ker(K,c) 
and Im f= Im K.+f, Applying Lemma 5.3 we obtain isomorphisms Si : D1 + dI and 
y, : Gi + G1 making the diagram 
L 
d,-c,-----Q 
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commute. Since G = G1 x D2 and G = G, XL%, we may extend S1 and y1 to 
8: D -+ D and y: G + e with the required properties. 
We list now some consequences of Theorem 5.4. Keeping in mind that a central 
Cernikov group with maximal finite quotient Q determines a unique d-extension by 
Q we may infer 
Corollary 5.5. If G is a central eernikov group with maximal finite quotient Q, the 
Aut Q-orbit containing the kernel of the differential together with the p-ranks of the 
divisible component form a complete set of invariants that characterizes G to within 
isomorphism. 
Here Aut Q is the automorphism group of Q and acts in the natural way on HZQ. 
Recall that group extensions N w G --u Q and &? * c --;u Q are isomorphic if 
there exist isomorphisms Y: N -+ A and y: G -+ G such that (v, r) is a morphism 
between the extensions. 
Corollary 5.6. Two d-extensions by Q are isomorphic if and only if their differentials 
have the same kernel and their divisible components are isomorphic. 
From Theorem 5.4 with K= 1 we may infer 
Corollary 5.7. Let D * G +Q be a d-extension and let G, x D2 = G = (?I x & be 
two decompositions into minimal and divisible components. Then D1 )-, G1 + Q and 
fil w (?I *Q are isomorphic and D2 and 6, are isomorphic. 
According to Corollary 5.6 there is a bijection between isomorphism classes of 
minimal d-extensions by Q and subgroups of HzQ in which a d-extension cor- 
responds to the kernel of its differential. This may be compared with similar result for 
stem extensions by Q which is valid if Ext(Q,b, HzQ)= 0 [lo, p. 1211. Also it is easy 
to deduce from Lemma 5.3 that there is a morphism between two minimal d- 
extensions by Q if and only if the kernel of one differential is contained in the kernel of 
the other. Moreover the morphism is necessarily an epimorphism. 
Turning to manic d-extensions we can state 
Corollary 5.8. Two manic d-extensions by Q are isomorphic if and only if their 
divisible components are isomorphic. In particular there is just one isomorphism class of 
minimal manic d-extensions by Q. 
This may be contrasted with the result that the isomorphism classes of stem covers 
of G are in one-one correspondence with Ext(Qab, HZQ) [lo, p. 1171. Of course the 
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unique minimal manic d-extension by Q contains every stem cover of Q as a 
subextension by Lemma 5.2. 
The manic d-extensions by Q have a covering property with respect to d- 
extensions by Q. 
Theorem 5.9. Given a d-extension D * G + Q there is an epimorphism to it from a 
manic d-extension by Q whose divisible component is isomorphic to that of the given 
extension. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that there is an epimorphism from a minimal 
manic d-extension to any minimal d-extension. The result is now a consequence of 
Lemma 5.1. 
In conclusion we remark that Lemma 5.3 enables one to prove an analogue of a 
classical theorem of Schur on projective representations (see [lo, p. 1181). 
Theorem 5.10. Let Q be any group and let K: Q --, PGL(n, F) be a projective 
representation of Q over an algebraically closed field F. If D H G --w Q is a manic 
d-extension by 0, then K is induced by a linear representation y: G + GL(n, F). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 there exist homomorphisms 6 : D + F* and y : G -+ Gl(n, F) 
such that 
D-G-Q 
F* - GL(n, F) - PGL( n, F) 
is commutative. 
Notice that in view of Lemma 5.2 this actually implies Schur’s theorem. 
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